The molecular mechanism of plant gravitropism.
Gravity is an important environmental factor that regulates plant growth and morphogenesis. In response to gravity stimulus, plants can set the optimum angle between the organs and the gravity vector. Plant gravitropism is divided into four sequential steps, including gravity perception, signal transduction, asymmetrical distribution of auxin, and organ curvature. In recent years, large numbers of mutants with defective gravitropism have been identified and genes involved in the regulation of gravitropism have been functionally characterized. In particular, progress has been achieved on elucidating the molecular mechanisms of gravity perception and asymmetrical distribution of auxin. As one of the most important strategies for plant to adapt environmental changes, gravitropism is also involved in the regulation of rice plant architecture and grain yield through modulating rice tiller angle. Therefore, the investigation of plant gravitropism not only contributes to decipher the regulatory mechanisms of plant growth and development, but also helps to guide the genetic improvement of crop architecture. However, the molecular mechanisms and regulatory network of gravitropism remain to be elusive. In this review, we focus on recent progress on elucidating molecular mechanisms underlying gravitropism and its involvement in regulating rice tiller angle, which is an important agronomic trait that determines rice plant architecture and thus grain yields.